IMMIGRANT FILM FESTIVAL - 11/13

Tuesday - Africa
导演: Touki Bouki
地点: Campus Center-3rd fl: 3545
时间: 6pm-8pm

Wednesday - Latin America
打开论坛: Roccio
导演: Darrio Guerrero
地点: CC - 3540
时间: 5pm-8pm

Thursday - Asia
导演: Who I Became + UMBStudent Short Films
地点: UH - 3350
时间: 6pm-8pm

COLLAB WITH: CINEMA STUDIES CLUB + DEPARTMENT, ASIAN STUDENT CENTER, VIETNAMESE STUDENT ALLIANCE, ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES, CASA LATINX, OFFICE OF GLOBAL PROGRAMS, + FRENCH CLUB

Need accessibility or dietary accommodations?
Please visit www.ada.umb.edu before 11/05/17

Questions? contact: gabriela.cartagen001@umb.edu